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But won’t we just adapt?



ai

•Agricultural Revolution (Around 10,000 B.C.)
•Inventions: Farming, animal domestication.
•Job Shift: From hunter-gatherer to farmer and herder.

•Industrial Revolution 1.0 (1760-1840)
•Inventions: Steam power, textile mechanization, iron production.
•Job Shift: From farming to industrial labor, machine operation.

•Industrial Revolution 2.0 (1870-1914)
•Inventions: Electricity, assembly lines, internal combustion engine.
•Job Shift: From skilled artisans to assembly-line workers, machine operators, engineers.

•Industrial Revolution 3.0 (1950s-1970s)
•Inventions: Computers, semiconductors, internet.
•Job Shift: From manual labor to digital and service roles, programmers, IT specialists.

•Industrial Revolution 4.0 (21st Century)
•Inventions: IoT, AI, 3D Printing, autonomous vehicles.
•Job Shift: From routine tasks to creative, complex problem solving, tech-based roles.

Our previous pivots
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This time we’re replacing intelligence instead of tasks
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It’s on top for me
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software
Context is the difference

Context

What you specifically 
asked for

What you actually 
wanted



software
Real-world questions, today

•Which customers have the biggest contracts with us?

•Which customers aren’t logging into our portal?

•Which customers aren’t using the product?



software
Real-world questions, with context available

•Which customers should our TAM team focus on for the next two 

weeks, and why?

•Which of our current opportunities should our sales team be 

focused on, and why?

•Make me a list of steps our TAM and sales team should take to 

reduce our churn rate, and explain why each item will be effective.



software
Real-world questions, with context available

Context

➡ Our goals
➡ Our challenges
➡ Our strategies
➡ Our budget
➡ Our performance
➡ What our competitors 
are doing
➡ The state of the 
market
➡ Customer feedback



software
SPQA as the context architecture



software
Creating custom context

Context

➡Logs
➡Email
➡Slack
➡Conversation 
transcripts
➡Documents
➡*everything



software
Creating custom context

Context

➡Mission
➡Goals
➡Challenges
➡Products
➡Challenges
➡Strategies
➡*direction



software
Asking the questions

“Tell me everything that 

happened in the last week 

that affects our chances of 

passing our audit.”



software
Taking action

• Setting meetings

• Sending emails

• Creating Jira tickets

• Starting infra

• Disabling access

• Etc



software
Taking action on a security program

• Write the strategy doc

• Who is violating our policy?

• Board meeting 

presentation

• Write our QSR

• Manage a security program

➡ Write our security strategy 
document
➡ Prioritize our risks
➡ Update our quarterly 
security report
➡ Create a project plan for 
passing our upcoming audit

Context
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software
Keeping the context updated

Mission

Goals

Challenges

Etc



What used to cost 10’s or 100’s of thousands of Euros, 
and weeks or months of effort, 
will be done in minutes.



software
Software becomes questions

•HR Questions

•Who is the highest paid and doing the most work?

•Who is the highest paid and doing the least work?

•Where are violations of our HR policies happing?

•Sales and Customer Questions

•Who are our top performing sales people?

•What is causing churn?

•How can we reduce churn?

•SOC Questions

•Who is doing shady stuff on our network?

•Is there any evidence that we’re currently owned?

•Was this connection malicious?



security



examples
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The fake company

Alma Security



examples
The fake company

Alma Security
-  Company history
-  Company goals
-  Company challenges
-  SECURITY GOAL 1

-  Protect customer data
- SECURITY GOAL 2

- Protect proprietary data
- Risk register
- Technology stack
- Key Systems

Context



examples
Context is everything

Alma Security

Context



examples
Collecting context



examples
Scenario 1 — Allowed or not? 

2:45am PT: Julie’s Hernandez’s laptop has connected through 

the VPN from Osaka, Japan. 

2:45am PT: She is now accessing FS2.



examples
Scenario 1 — Allowed or not? 

2:45am PT: Julie’s Hernandez’s laptop has connected through 

the VPN from Osaka, Japan.

2:45am PT: She is now accessing FS2.

Alma, is this connection ok? 

Should it be allowed? 
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Scenario 1 — Allowed or not? 

2:43am PT: Julie’s Hernandez’s laptop has connected through 

the VPN from Osaka, Japan. 

2:43am PT: She is now accessing FS2.
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Scenario 1 — Allowed or not? 

2:43am PT: Julie’s Hernandez’s laptop has connected through 

the VPN from Osaka, Japan.

2:43am PT: She is now accessing FS2.



examples
Dynamically updating responses based on context



examples
Scenario 2 — Invisible problems



examples
Scenario 2 — Invisible problems



examples
Scenario 2 — Uncovering hidden threats



examples
Dynamically updating responses based on context



examples
Getting an update



examples
Adding agents to the mix

“Disable Julie Hernandez’s account and send a 

status update.”

?



examples
Adding agents to the mix

/ato

/statusupdate

/schedule

/email

/predator-strike



examples



examples



what to do



what’s coming for us
Consultants, that’s what

Beware the army of smiling 22 year olds
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Consultants, that’s what

Beware the army of smiling 22 year olds



what’s coming for us
We’re here to save you, they’ll say

Still smiling



what’s coming for us
Your business as components

HR

Security

Sales

Marketing

Strategy

Logistics

Legal

Logistics

Smiling increases

BI Admin
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what’s coming for us
Your business as components

HR

Security

Sales

Marketing

Strategy

Logistics

Legal

Logistics

Smiling increases

LLM

Data
Lake

Leadership
Team

BI Admin



what to do
Think in SPQA

Start thinking about programs and 

businesses in an SPQA context. 

Think in terms of Context + Questions.

1



what to do
Think about your moat

Think about your moat. As a business. 

As a program. As a product.

Do you have Context + Questions that 

others don’t? (E.g., Vuln Management)2
- Remediation

- How do things get fixed at the company? 

- Who owns all the stuff?

- What are THEIR specific processes?

- What’s the best way to engage with them?



what to do
Security program articulation

Can you clearly articulate your entire 

program?

Could you articulate your program’s 

components and start collecting state?3
-  Goals

- Anti-goals

- Challenges

- Strategies for 

addressing those 

challenges

- Projects

- Team members 

working on those 

projects

- Your risk register

- Threat scenarios

- Compliance 

requirements

- What you’re spending 

money on

- How your efforts are 

moving your KPIs



what to do
Have the complete narrative

Have the end-to-end narrative of 

effort to success.

Work on asking the right questions that 

highlight whether your efforts are 

making a difference.4
-  Goals

- Anti-goals

- Challenges

- Strategies for 

addressing those 

challenges

- Projects

- Team members 

working on those 

projects

- Your risk register

- Threat scenarios

- Compliance 

requirements

- What you’re spending 

money on

- How your efforts are 

moving your KPIs



what to do

Context + Questions



thank you
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